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You've spent most of your adult life focused on the care and raising of your children, and now
they're leaving. For you and for them, this major transition is often challenging in many ways. You
may feel surprised at the power of your grief—a confusing mixture of sadness, hope, emptiness,
fear, excitement, and other emotions all at once. This book by one of the world's most beloved
grief counselors helps parents understand their normal and necessary empty nester grief. The
100 practical tips and activities are designed to help you acknowledge and express your feelings
of loss, foster love and respect, and, over time, find ways to re-instill your life with meaning.
Advice is also offered for nurturing a marriage or partnership through this challenging time.
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Colorado 8052626 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 5 4 3 2 1For my precious children—Megan,
Chris, and Jaimie.Thank you for allowing me the honor of being your parent. I hope you know
your mom and I will never stop adoring you. Now, go out there into the world and enjoy the
journey.Love, DadCONTENTSIntroduction1. Make plans for the big day2. Practice owning—and
communicating—your grief3. Allow for numbness4. Understand that your child is also grieving5.
Practice breathing in and out6. Understand the six needs of mourningNeed 1. Acknowledge that
children leaving home is a significant life transition and loss7. Understand the six needs of
mourningNeed 2. Learn to embrace the pain8. Understand the six needs of mourningNeed 3.
Remember your life together with your child so far9. Understand the six needs of mourningNeed
4. Work on your changing self-identity10. Understand the six needs of mourningNeed 5. Find
new ways to connect with your child11. Understand the six needs of mourningNeed 6: Accept
help from others12. Respect and communicate with your partner13. Don’t forget your other
children14. Start an empty-nest journal15. Do nothing16. If you’re divorced, know that empty-
nester grief can be more complicated17. If you’re a single parent, seek extra support18. If you’ve
been a stay-at-home parent, be extra-compassionate with yourself19. If your child is an only,
know that empty-nester grief can be more complicated20. If you’re a mother going through
hormonal changes, work with your healthcare provider21. Inventory your losses22. Develop
ways to wrangle the worry23. Put together a small photo album or photo book for your child24.
Harness the power of intention25. Cocoon26. Embrace fear27. Relearn how to take care of
yourself28. Make a plan for the first special days without your child29. Ignore hurtful advice30.
Give your child some space31. Declare your values32. Notice five things33. Practice
spontaneity34. Find ways to cope with the loneliness35. Be on the watch for old griefs36. Know



that your body will grieve too37. Give yourself time38. Go off the deep end39. Be aware of
“borrowed tears”40. Acknowledge your grief over your own aging41. Seek help if you may be
clinically depressed42. Create new ways of connecting43. Explore any regrets44. Allow for
resentment45. Put plans on the calendar46. Rebuild friendships47. Recommit to (or rethink) your
partner48. Practice living in the now49. Reacquaint yourself with you50. Understand the
difference between clean and dirty pain51. Make time for spirituality52. Leverage technology53.
Make friends with the empty bedroom54. Believe in the power of “and”55. Practice thinking, “I
want…”56. Renew intimacy57. Consider your career58. Build new communities59. Reconsider
the “empty” in “empty nest”60. Think momentum61. Ask yourself: What gives me joy?62. Be
grateful for your grief63. Celebrate your heritage64. Start new traditions65. Spend your precious
time on what really matters66. Take lessons67. Reconnect with your siblings68. Dangle a
carrot69. Find the humor70. Fix something71. Work through dashed expectations or broken
dreams72. Expand your life to intersect with your independent child’s73. Empty the empty
nest74. Surround yourself with positivity75. Review your finances76. Spend more time with your
own parents77. Consider where you want to live78. Say thank you79. Get a kid fix80. Enjoy what
the earth has to offer81. Work through estrangement82. Let your hair down83. Throw an empty-
nest party84. Beware of pressure-cooker syndrome85. Take a digital reckoning86. Act “as if”87.
See the world anew88. Recapture your listening skills89. Adopt a pet90. Take a gap year91.
Savor the flavor of dining without kids92. Date your partner93. Move plans to the front burner94.
Grow yourself95. Get ready to catch the boomerang96. Imagine yourself at 9697. Say the
unsaid98. Celebrate your parenting success99. Know that parenting never ends100. Place a
photo where you’ll see it oftenA Final WordINTRODUCTIONIt can be so hard when our babies
leave home. It’s hard for us as parents, and it’s often hard for our children, too—even if they’re
technically no longer children but instead young adults.As our sons and daughters begin the
process of moving out, heading off to college, or just generally asserting their independence,
mothers and fathers often experience a mixture of difficult feelings. At one time or another, we
might feel numbness, confusion, anxiety, sadness, hopelessness, anger, and/or regret. It’s also
common for us to feel some degree of relief and release as part of the mix.But why are we
having all these crazy, painful feelings? What are we supposed to do with them? And how can
we move forward and re-infuse our own lives with renewed purpose and meaning?I wrote this
book to help all of us empty-nester parents explore and find answers to these questions. I have a
particular interest in this topic because not only are my wife, Sue, and I parents to three young
adults—Jaimie, Chris, and Megan, aged 21 to 28 at the time of this writing—I’m a grief counselor
who travels the world educating people about the normal and necessary processes of grief and
mourning. And even though I’m what others think of as an “expert” on grief and mourning, and
despite the fact that I knew what to expect when I brought my first child to college 1,000 miles
away, I still felt knocked flat by the force of my feelings of ambivalence and loss.This book affirms
that empty-nester grief is normal and necessary. It will help you not only weather the transition
years but also strengthen your relationships with your partner and children, rediscover your own



divine spark, and live fully and joyfully the rest of your days. Those are big promises. We’d better
get started.The empty nesterThe phrase “empty-nest syndrome” was coined in the 1970s to
describe the phase in our lives when our children begin leaving home. While people have been
giving birth to children for millennia, of course, the modern-day practice of children routinely
leaving home and moving away—often a great distance away—from their parents is a relatively
new phenomenon. Not many decades ago, it was common for families to continue to live
together, if not in the same house then at least in the same neighborhood or town. In fact,
several generations often lived together under one roof.What’s more, life expectancies were
somewhat shorter in past generations. I’m sure that my great-great-grandparents, too,
experienced feelings of loss when their children took flight, but they and their peers could not
always expect to live for three or four more decades beyond their active parenting years, as we
are fortunate to.Concurrent with the extension of life expectancies, parenting itself changed a
great deal. The same advances that helped us live longer created opportunities for us to spend
more and more resources on family and leisure activities. Just a few generations ago, most
parents spent all their time working to provide their families with food and shelter. Today we
devote ourselves to “parenting.” We focus a great deal of our time, energy, money, and
emotionality on our children. In doing so, we create more interdependent bonds than were
common in past generations.What’s more, children used to become fully independent adults
both at a younger age and more decisively. Today’s twenty-somethings tend to hold onto their
childhoods longer, creating a more extended and potentially more nebulous and challenging
period of transition. Instead of fully claiming their independence, they often meander in and out
of their parents’ shelter and support for years. Just when you have them through college and
think they’re on their way, you find them perched back on the edge of your nest, looking out with
trepidation or even laxity. “Fly!” you say. “It’s rough out there,” they say. “I think I’ll go get a
Starbucks.”I’m not saying that children and parents used to love each other less; I’m just pointing
out that parent-child relationships were necessarily different in days gone by. The current-day
form of the relationships we’re fortunate to share with our offspring likely makes the transition to
empty nesthood more difficult for both parties. I guess we’re setting the stage for our children,
who will probably draw on our modeling when it comes their turn to empty nest. That’s a thought
that inspires me to dig deep and model well.The grief of transitionAbout 30 years ago I founded
an organization called the Center for Loss and Life Transition. Even back then, fresh out of my
Ph.D. program and a few years before my wife and I would have children, I understood that
death is not the only loss that causes feelings of grief. All significant life transitions do.You see,
whenever we love someone or something, or whenever we feel a strong attachment to someone
or something, we suffer feelings of grief when the attachment is disturbed. Death is the most
extreme instance of this, of course, and most of us know firsthand about the grief caused by
death. But all kinds of disturbances engender grief. For example, if we love a house that we have
lived in for many years, we will experience pangs of grief when it comes time to move to a
different house. If we divorce or retire from a longtime career, we grieve. Even when we move



through ostensibly happy rites of passage, such as milestone birthdays or major wedding
anniversaries, we not only celebrate, we also grieve what we are leaving behind.For parents, our
children’s rites of passage affect us deeply. Raise your hand if you ever got teary-eyed when
your kids blew out the candles on their birthday cakes, learned to ride a bike, went off to sleep-
away camp for the first time, dressed up for prom, or tossed their graduation caps skyward. All
those hands in the air—mine included—signal that many times already you’ve experienced the
normal and necessary grief of parenting transitions.Empty-nest grief is a grief of transition. It’s
the grief that accompanies significant change. It’s also a grief of loss, however, because all
transitions, even happy ones, harbor losses. Weddings are sappy—sad + happy—right?Where
does the sad come from? It comes from our grief over what’s finished, what’s lost. The bride and
groom’s childhoods. Their carefree youths. Their singlehood friends, activities, and lives. Their
parents’ bank accounts.Speaking of which, right now Sue and I are involved in helping plan and
pay for the wedding of our firstborn, Megan. We find ourselves experiencing these sappy
feelings. In fact, it’s a much more emotional process than we anticipated. As I imagine walking
Megan down the aisle and “giving” her to her fiancé, Stephen, I experience a multitude of mixed
emotions. My baby has grown up—and so have I. I’m getting old.Likewise, our children’s
transitions to living on their own are also sappy. We celebrate their growth and burgeoning
independence, of course—not to mention our own renewed freedom, but at the same time, we
grieve over what’s finished, what’s lost. As we’ll discuss in the pages to come, there are steps we
can take to integrate this natural and necessary grief into our continued living. We can take
action. Doing so will help us move forward.How to use this bookAs promised, this book contains
100 practical ideas to help heal your grieving heart. Some of the ideas will teach you about the
principles of empty-nester grief and mourning. One of the most important ways to help yourself
is to learn about the grief experience; the more you know, the less likely you will be to
unknowingly perpetuate some of our society’s harmful myths about grief and healing.The
remainder of the 100 ideas offer practical, here-and-now, action oriented tips for embracing your
empty-nester grief. Each idea is followed by a brief explanation of how and why the idea might
help you.You’ll also notice that each of the 100 ideas suggests a carpe diem, which means, as
fans of the movie Dead Poets Society will remember, “seize the day.” My hope is that you will not
relegate this book to your shelves but keep it handy on your nightstand or desk. Pick it up often
and turn to any page; the carpe diem suggestion will help you seize the day by helping you move
toward healing today, right now, right this minute. If you come to an idea that doesn’t seem to fit
you, ignore it and flip to a different page.It’s my life’s passion to help people grieve and mourn
well so that they can go on to live and love well. You’re at one of those critical junctures in your
life when a little extra compassion, encouragement, and support can ensure you stay on the
path that leads to healing and fulfillment. I’m gratified that this book can be your guide. Thank
you for entrusting me to accompany you.1.MAKE PLANS FOR THE BIG DAY“Making the
decision to have a child is momentous. It is to decide forever to have your heart go walking
around outside your body.”— Elizabeth StoneIf you’ll be taking your child to college or helping



him move into his first apartment, you have an opportunity to prepare yourself beforehand for the
emotions the day will bring.Think ritual. Most other similarly momentous life-transition days have
a structure to help us get through them. Weddings, for example, usually include roles for the
parents to play, such as walking the bride down the aisle, the mother-son or father-daughter
dance, gift-giving, and toast-making.Consider creating small rituals for your child’s moving day.
For instance, you might write a letter to your child ahead of time and leave it on her pillow in her
new room. The process of writing this letter will help you express your thoughts and feelings, and
maybe shed a few tears. On moving day you’ll be freer to focus on the chaos and physical
demands of lugging boxes and last-minute shopping.Other ritual ideas for moving day: a
celebration meal at a special restaurant; presenting your child with a wrapped, token or
handmade gift; printing out a special poem and tacking it on his bulletin board; packing a care
package ahead of time and hiding it in her closet for her to discover later (you can always text a
clue!); framing a small print of a family photo and placing it on your child’s dresser before you
leave; and taking a series of snapshots or short video clips on moving day so you can make a
social-media collage or video when you get home.CARPE DIEMIf moving day’s still ahead of
you, make plans and add deadlines to your calendar so you’ll be ready. If moving day’s behind
you, you can still frame a family photo and give it to your child as a “just-because”
gift.2.PRACTICE OWNING—AND COMMUNICATING—YOUR GRIEF“As a parent, it’s my
responsibility to equip my child to do this—to grieve when grief is necessary and to realize that
life is still profoundly beautiful and worth living despite the fact that we inevitably lose one
another.”— Sam HarrisYou wake up today, and you’re just feeling sad. You enter your child’s
empty bedroom to retrieve something, and now you’re even sadder. You’re experiencing your
grief. It’s not fun, but it’s true. Your grief is normal and necessary. It’s your reality right now.Your
coworker picks up on your mood and asks what’s wrong. If you answer, “Oh nothing. I’m fine,”
you’re not owning your grief. You’re denying it. Instead, try, “I’m feeling blue because Jaimie’s not
home.” Let the conversation unspool naturally from there.Ask your partner or a friend for a hug
because you’re feeling sad. Put your thoughts and emotions into words. Encourage your partner
to express his or her thoughts and emotions too.If you have other kids at home, find moments to
connect with them individually. Ask how they’re doing. Let them know how you’re doing. Be
honest and loving.CARPE DIEMSay your grief out loud to someone today. Be honest and
forthcoming about precisely what you’re feeling.3.ALLOW FOR NUMBNESS“I’ve perfected the
art of the fake smile. It’s not so difficult when you are completely numb.”— Bethany GriffinOften,
the first feeling we experience during or after a loss of any kind is numbness. We may feel
shocked and in disbelief. This is nature’s way of protecting us from the full force of a difficult
reality all at once.Don’t be surprised if you feel numb or even apathetic for a while. It doesn’t
mean you don’t love or miss the child who’s moved out; it just means it’s such a new and
surprising experience to your psyche that it might take some time for deeper feelings to bubble
to the surface.Denial is a close relative of shock, numbness, and disbelief. Because we as a
culture aren’t very good at grief, we tend to encourage people to deny their true thoughts and



feelings of loss. Are you having any twinges that you’re suppressing? Are you finding yourself
avoiding talking to others about your child’s departure? Are you staying away from the empty
bedroom so you don’t have to think about it? These are all signs of denial, and while shock and
numbness are normal and protective for a short period of time, ongoing denial will only result in
long-term emotional problems such as anxiety and depression. You need to feel it to heal
it.CARPE DIEMIf you’re feeling numb, cancel any optional commitments and cozy up at home
until you feel ready to emerge again.4.UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR CHILD IS ALSO
GRIEVING“Parents are the ultimate role models for children. Every word, movement, and action
has an effect. No other person or outside force has a greater influence on a child than the
parent.”
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Patricia Doble, “Best book. My daughter left my home to move with her boyfriend. I am not the
classic empty nester who left the child in college. This book helped me to go through this painful
process.”

Patricia R. Mckenna, “Glad I read this. Dr Wolfelt’s book covers many facets of this complex
transition and offers practical advice and hope. I’m going to be rereading this book for sure.”

LEFR, “Exactly What is needed for Empty Nester. Great book if you are going to go through
empty nesting. I was getting low thinking about it and the book helped. Highly recommend!!!!
Gives tips...and says its ok to feel sad!”

Violetta, “Highly recommend. Excellent book by an author who is an expert on topic if grief and
separation.  Highly recommend for self or gift to parent of a new graduate.”

Tori M, “Empty Nester. Reading this now and it’s very informative!”

RickDeckard, “Real Knowledge, Education & Experience; Rare Objective Standpoints & Advice.
After purchasing and borrowing 6 different books on empty-nesting I found that this one was the
only one that was not filled with religious content and proselytizing. Dr. Wolflet's compassion,
education, practicality and EXPERIENCE make me feel that at least somebody isn't trying to
take advantage of us during one of the hardest times of our lives--a time when so many people
are lonely and vulnerable to religious opportunism They may not want. I'll be keeping this book
by my bedside for a long, long time.  Thank goodness it's available.”

Alka C., “Perfect for the parents who need a little extra help!. Perfect for the parents who need a
little extra help because they suck at communication. My parents are old-fashioned closed
doors, and I feel like this book offers them MANY ideas of how to communicate better with their
children and each other, and as well as them taking care of themselves. Being emotional/
vulnerable can be seen as taboo, so I gave them this book to break that mentality.Whether or not
they utilize the book is irrelevant to me. As of right now, they have the book, they’re reading it,
and (I’m hoping) they’ll act on some of the ideas they read soon!! The book offers tips on how to
keep them busy after the nest is empty but also express their love for their college kids without
hover-parenting. Love this book!”

The book by Blake Dresden has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 60 people have provided feedback.
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